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Three calculators from Texas Instruments.
They’re easy to use and there’s one 

to make your everyday calculating tasks 
simple

Each one features a sophisticated solar 
power system. That means you’re not going 
to be let down by batteries when you can 
least afford it

In a nutshell, the three calculators you 
see here reflect what we believe calculators 
are all about: they’re fast, they’re efficient, 
they’re reliable and they’re easy to use.

We’re sure there’s one for you.
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To start with there’s the TI-31 SLR which 
performs the 63 most used scientific and 
statistical functions, including the algebraic 
operating system.

But if you’re into more advanced math, 
statistics or computer sciences, you 
should be looking at the TI-36 SLR, or the 
TI-37 Galaxy.

The TI-36 gives you a total of 89 func
tions. It can convert figures from one 
base to another and performs mixed calcu
lations. It also has a 10 digit/2-cxponent 
display that shows 13 mode or status

calculations. The TI-37 Galaxy has all this 
plus it can handle integer or fraction 
calculations. And it comes with a hard 
plastic carrying case.

So if you’re looking for a calculator that’s 
simple to operate and perfect for what 
you want it to do, think two letters, T I. - 
and visit your Texas Instruments dealer

What could be simpler?

*, Texas 
Instruments

Perfectly Simple. Simply Perfect.

Reggae spices up Supersub
JIM & DAVE

OK, so supersub number two 
has come and gone.

Most of you Dalhousie students 
are probably wondering what it 
was like, since only slightly over 
1000 students attended the last 
really big blowout of this term. 
Well picture this: a sea of denim 
jean skirts flooded the halls of the 
old sub. Enough denim to last the 
miners of ’49 another 40 years.

In the bathrooms, highschool 
students busily trying to copy a

“wet stamp” between confessions 
at the “great white altar”. It was 
indeed a classic supersub. 
Hundreds of extras for “Miami 
Vice” clad in the latest shades of 
pastel and lab jackets were seen 
using their ‘polo’ to reduce 
ungodly odors brought on by 
Dalhousie’s own awesome air 
conditioning system

And now to the entertainment, 
the musical entertainment that is.

To keep all of you in suspense,

we’ll save the bright spot for last.
Since Chalk Circle was the 

headliner, it’s only fitting that 
we, your critics, berate this 
pseudo-group. We’d like to quote 
the leadsinger on this one “We’re 
gonna play another song before 
you go to sleep.” We have to ask 
ourselves, as bereaved critics, 
“How could we possibly hope to 
sleep while this quasi-pseudo
group beat us to death with their 
interpretation of music?”. Chalk

Circle in all fairness seemed to be 
playing, not for the students who 
had paid to see them, but instead 
for the cheque that awaited them 
at the end of the night.

Being very succinct, we’ll not 
tell you all the ‘good jokes’ told 
by Rapid Transit, for fear they 
might come hack.

And now to the group that 
should have headlined, Spice.

For most of the Miami Vice 
extras and the denim skirts, this

band provided continual break
down of their dryness factor. The 
upbeat tempo and Carribean 
sounds made all who witnessed 
wish they had more room to 
party. “Too bad they weren’t up 
in the Mclnnis room.”

We can only hope that Spice 
will warm up our winter by 
returning to campus during Win
ter Carnival.

From that not so far off south
ern location, we remain yours,
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HELPLINE

IS FOR EVERYONE
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INFORMATION 
REFERRALS 

LAY COUNSELLING

422-7444

DIGBY - to - HALIFAX 
Ride available 

Sunday Sept. 28/86 
1-839-2417

To all Jewish Students
You are cordially invited 
to join in services for the

High Holy Days 
free seating for students 

Rosh Hashanah: Sat. Oct. 4 
Sun. Oct. 5

Yom Kippur: Mon. Oct. 13
(services commence the previous 
night, before sunset)

Baron de Hirsch Congregation 
Beth Israel Synagogue (Orthodox) 
1480 Oxford St..
Marvin Pritzker, Rabbi 
422-1301

SWEDISH CLOGS
will be sold in the Main 
Lobby of the DAL SUB 

Fri., Oct. 3, 9:00AM-5:00PM

WE ARE ONE

aTsf
Network - Hillel

The Atlantic Provinces 
Jewish Student 

Federation 
is holding its first 

General Meeting on 
Sunday, Sept. 28, at

8:00PM in 
Room 410/412

Of the DAL SUB 
FREE BEER AND 
REFRESHMENTS
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